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A CHARACTERISATION OF REFLEXIVE MODULES

JOSE L. GOMEZ PARDO AND PEDRO A. GUIL ASENSIO

We characterise reflexive modules over the rings R such that each finitely generated
submodule of E{RR) is torsionless (left QF-3" rings) by means of a suitable linear
compactness condition relative to the Lambek torsion theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are a number of papers in which the reflexive iZ-modules with respect to the
il-dual functors (or, more generally, to the "dual functors" defined by a bimodule) are
characterised. The rings considered are usually generalisations of quasi-Frobenius ( QF)
rings and the characterisations obtained often involve some kind of linear compactness
condition, inspired by the result of Miiller [8] that shows that the reflexive modules in
a Morita duality are precisely the linearly compact modules.

In recent times, Masaike [7] characterised the reflexive modules over QF-3 rings,
and this was later extended in [4] and [2] to QF-3' rings, that is, to the rings R such
that both E(RR) and E(RR) are torsionless. There is a rather more general class of
rings which retains a good deal of the satisfactory behaviour of QF-3' rings vis-a-vis
duality. It is the class of QF-3" rings, namely, the rings R such that every finitely
generated submodule of E(RR) and of E(RR) is torsionless. As it was shown in [6], a
ring is QF-3" if and only if its left maximal ring of quotients is a QF-3" (two-sided)
maximal quotient ring. This shows that QF-3" rings are very abundant: in particular,
all integral domains are QF-3". Observe, however, that a QF-3" ring may not be
QF-3', even if it is noetherian and its maximal quotient ring is a field.

The duality properties of QF-3" rings have been studied in [1, 3, 4, 5, 6]. A
left .R-module X is called Lambek-linearly compact [2] if for every inverse system
{pi : X —> X{}j in R — Mod such that the X; are torsionless and Coker pi is a
Lambek-torsion module, Coker flimpj) is also Lambek-torsion. It is then proved in
[4, Remark, p.9] and [2, Proposition 2.3] that if R is left QF-3" and X is Lambek-
linearly compact, then X is reflexive if and only if R — dom. dim X ^ 2. However, the
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Z-module Z ^ provides an example of a reflexive module over a QF-3" ring which is
not Lambek-linearly compact (see [2, Remark following Corollary 2.6]). The purpose
of this note is to show that the reflexive modules over (left) QF-3" rings can still be
characterised by a (more general) linear compactness condition.

Throughout this paper R denotes an associative ring with identity and R — Mod
(respectively Mod — R) the category of left (respectively right) .R-modules. If X and M
are left .R-modules, X is said to have M-dominant dimension ^ 2 ( M — dom. dim X ^
2 ) when there exists an exact sequence 0 -* X —> Y —> Z, with Y and Z isomorphic
to direct products of copies of X. The ring R is said to be left QF-3" (see [1]) when
each finitely generated submodule of E(RR) is torsionless.

We shall denote by TM the localising subcategory of R — Mod cogenerated by the
injective envelope E(M) of M.

2. REFLEXIVE MODULES

We shall fix a module M G R — Mod and write 5 = End (RM) . The Af-dual func-
tors Homfl(—,M) and Horns (—,M) will be denoted by ( )*, and their composition
in either order by ( )**. For each X € R— Mod there is a canonical (evaluation) mor-
phism crx • X —* X**. ax is a monomorphism precisely when X is M-cogenerated,
and when ax is ^n isomorphism, X is said to be M-reflexive (or just reflexive if we
take M = RR).

An inverse system {p< : X —* Xi)i in R — Mod will be called a Tjif-inverse system
whenever the X,- are M-cogenerated and Coker pt- £ TM for every i £ I. The inverse
system will be called M-complete if for every / : X —> M there exist an index t G /
and a morphism fi : Xi —> M such that / — /,• o p^. We shall say that a module
X is TM -linearly compact when for each Tftf-inverse system {p< : X —> Xi}j, Coker
(limp;) G TM • (This concept was introduced by Hoshino and Takashima in [4].) If this
property holds just for all the Af-complete T^-inverse systems {pj : X —> Xj}j, then
we say that X is TAf-weakly linearly compact. In the particular case that M — RR, we
have that TM = £ is the Lambek localising subcategory (see [9]), and thus we say that
X is Lambek-weakly linearly compact when the cokernel of the inverse limit of every
•R-complete Lambek-inverse system {p< : X —> X,-}/ in R — Mod is a Lambek-torsion
module.

We are now ready to give our main result.

THEOREM 2 . 1 . Let M e R — Mod be such that every finitely M-generated

submodule of E(M) is M-cogenerated. Then the following conditions are equivalent

for any left R-module X:

(i) X is M-reflexfve.
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(ii) For every M-complete TM-inverse system {p; : X —> Xi}i, limp; is an

isomorphism.

(iii) X is TM-weakly linearly compact and M — dom.dimA" ^ 2.

PROOF: (i) =$• (ii), (iii) Let {pi : X —» -Xf}/ be an M-complete Tjif-mverse
system in R — Mod. Since Coker pt- 6 TM , we have a direct system of monomorphisms
in Mod—5, {p? : X* —* X*}j. Now, the M-completeness hypothesis implies that,
for each / E X*, there exist i £ I and /< £ X,* such that / = /; o p; = Pi (/»), so that
limp? is an epimorphism, and hence an isomorphism. Therefore, l imp" = (limp?) is
also an isomorphism. On the other hand we have that, for each i G I, p"oax = <Txt °Pi •
On taking inverse limits, we obtain:

l imp" o ax = lim axt ° limp;.

Since ax is an isomorphism by hypothesis and, as we have just seen, limp" is also
an isomorphism, we see that lima^. olimpj is an isomorphism. Since the Xi are M-
cogenerated, the axt are monomorphisms and so is lim axt • This shows that lim p,- is
an isomorphism and we see that (i) => (ii) holds. In particular, X is Tjvf-weakly linearly
compact. It is also clear that M - dom.dimX ^ 2, for if R^ —> i#7> —> X* ^ 0
is a free presentation of X* in Mod — S, then applying the functor ( )* and bearing in
mind that X is M-reflexive, we obtain an exact sequence 0 —> X —> M1 —> MJ in
.R-Mod.

(iii)^-(ii) Let {pi : X —> Xj}/ be an M-complete Tjif-inverse system in R —

Mod. We see as before that l imp" = flimp; j is an isomorphism and hence that,

up to an isomorphism, ax = lim axt olimpj. Since X is M-cogenerated, ax is a

monomorphism, and so also is limpj. Moreover, since M — dom.dimX ^ 2, we see

using, for example, [2, Lemma 2.2] that Coker ax is M-cogenerated. Now hm<r^i is

a monomorphism and so Coker (limpA embeds in Coker ax- By hypothesis, Coker

(limpij 6 TM and thus we obtain that Coker (limpjj = 0 and hence that limpj is an

isomorphism.
(ii)=>-(i) Let {ii; : Yj —> X*}l be the direct system of all the finitely generated

submodules of X* in Mod— S, with w; the canonical inclusions. By [4, Lemma 2.1],
whose proof can be easily adapted to the more general case we are considering here,
each uj o ax has T^f-torsion cokernel and so we have a TXf-inverse system in R —
Mod {wj o ax : X —> Y?}j. Let us show that this inverse system is also M-complete.
Indeed, if / £ X* — limyi, then there exists an i 6 / such that / = ut-(/i) for some

fi € Yi C X*. Since, by adjunction, ax oax' — lx-, we see that / = (ax ° <rx'){f) =
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fi) = (ax o u\* o crYi)(fi) = « o aX)*(<rYi{fi)) = ^ ( / t ) ° < o ax .

Thus our hypothesis implies that (limu?J o erx is an isomorphism. Since limu? =

(l imit , ) is also an isomorphism, we see that ax is an isomorphism and X is M-

reflexive. D

If we specialise the preceding theorem to the case in which M — RR is a left QF-3"

ring, we obtain the following characterisation of reflexive modules.

COROLLARY 2 . 2 . Let R be a left QF-3" ring and X a left R-module. Then

the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) X is reflexive.

(ii) For every R-coxnplete Lambek-inverse system {pi : X —> ^i}i, limp^ is

an isomorphism.

(iii) X is Lambek-weakly linearly compact and R — dom. dimX ^ 2.

Observe that, as the Z-module Z ^ and its dual, the Specker group ZN show, a
Lambek-weakly linearly compact module may contain an infinite direct sum of copies
of a nonzero module. The same example shows that, despite the fact that the maximal
quotient ring of a QF-3" ring is also QF-3", the rational completion of a reflexive
module over a QF- 3" ring may not be reflexive as a module over the maximal quotient
ring.
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